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Dear Pre-KG Parents, 
 
 

    We would like to welcome you at the Kindergarten 
Section of Al Ittihad Private School –Jumeira and hope that 
we will highlight the students expected and desired 
performances in all subjects taught in English during 
the Pre-KG year. 

 
This document specifies the content and the skills that 
the students are expected to master by the end of the 
Pre-KG academic year. 

 
These objectives also give guidelines to both parents 
and teachers to help them develop stronger 
connections between home and school. Such parental 
involvement will facilitate and enhance the process 
of each child’s education and will foster high levels 
of student achievement. 

 
We always seek your cooperation in order to reach the 
best!  

 
Thank you, 

 
KG Administration 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Communication, Language and Literacy 
General Goals 
Language will be explored through learning 18 lowercase letters of the 
English alphabets, relating print to sound and meaning, singing and 
exploring a variety of fun activities in English. Students will be exposed 
to a world of stories, songs, rhymes and themes in order for them to 
develop a love for the language, and to give them motivation to use it in 
their daily life. 

 

Performance Objectives 
By the end of this academic year, students will be able to: 

 

Interact with others negotiating plans and activities and taking  
turns in conversation   
Enjoy listening to and using spoken and written language and 
readily turn to it in their play and learning 
Sustain attentive listening, responding to what they have 
heard by relevant comments, questions or actions 
Listen with enjoyment and respond to stories, songs, rhymes 
and poems 
Extend their vocabulary, exploring the meanings and sounds of new words 
Speak clearly and audibly with confidence and control, and 
show awareness, by the use of conventions such as 'please' and 
'thank you' 
Use words to imagine and recreate roles and experiences 
Link sounds to letters and pictures, recognizing & sounding 18 letters of 
the alphabet that are covered in the Pre-K, mainly: (c, l, o, m, d, f, s, 
e, b, r, a, g, k, p, h, n, t, i)  
Use theme-related vocabulary to describe pictures and actions  
(Themes: At School, Our Senses, At the Fair, People We Know, At the 
Zoo, Food we Like, Our Neighborhood, Clothes for all Weather, The Sky)  
Retell stories in the correct sequence, drawing on language 
patterns & repetitions 
Know that print carries meaning and in English, it is read from 
left to right and top to bottom 
Recognize own first name  
Use a pencil and hold it properly to trace recognizable letters 
and numbers 



 

Mathematics 
 

General Goals  
 Our students will be introduced to the wonderful world of 
Mathematics through relating themes to their daily life. They 
will explore numbers, colors, shapes and patterns; and 
manipulate objects to give sense and meaning to the abstract 
world of numbers. 

 

Performance Objectives 
By the end of this academic year, students will be able to: 

 

Say and use number names in order in familiar contexts 
 

Count everyday objects reliably up to 10 
 

Recognize numerals 1 → 10 
 

Match numerals to groups & count objects by ones  
 

Use language such as 'more' or 'less' to compare two numbers; 
say 'circle' or ‘big' to describe the shape and size of 2D shapes 

 
Use regular words to describe location & position of objects (up-down, 
inside- outside, over-under..) 

 
Identify & match objects whether alike or different  

 
Sort and classify objects by: color, shape, and size 

 
Identify, copy, and extend a pattern 

 
Compare groups of concrete objects (more, fewer, the same) 

 
Identify shapes: circle, square, triangle, rectangle, star, oval, diamond, heart 

 
Identify colors: red, blue, green, yellow, orange, white, black, pink, 
purple, gray 



 “Health & Fitness   “All about Me: 

By the end of this academic year, students will be able to: 
 

Staying Clean 
♣ Identify & practice ways to stay clean such as washing hands and face  
♣ Make decisions about ways to stay clean each day 

 
Caring for my Teeth 
♣ Demonstrate good health behaviors, such as brushing teeth 
♣ Understand the importance of taking care of teeth 

 
Healthy Food 
♣ Communicate the importance of healthful eating 
♣ Recognize how to choose healthful meals and snacks 
♣ Identify fruits, vegetables, and grains as healthful food choices 

 
Safety:  
Away from Home 
♣ Identify & obey rules for staying safe on the playground and around  water 
♣ Identify and obey rules for staying safe when crossing the street, riding in a car or 
bus   
♣ Identify trusted adults at home and in the community  

 
Safety with Strangers 
♣ Identify safe responses to threatening situations 
♣ Identify trusted adults in the home & community 
♣ Recognize the importance of honesty when talking to trusted adults 

 
 

Community Helpers 
♣ Identify & understand the contributions of community helpers 

 
snettiM rehtaeW llA 
♣ Identify the different kinds of weather 

 
yadiloH remmuS 
♣ Discuss different options of where to spend the summer holiday  

 
 

Values 

Learn & practice the following wonderful values: 

♥ Listen to your Teacher 

♥ Tell the Truth 

♥Who is Kind? 

♥ Be Polite 

♥ Keep Places Clean 

♥ Taking Care of Things 

♥ Respect Nature 
 



Social & Emotional Development 

 

General Goals 
Every child’s relation with peers and adults is very crucial in 
shaping his/her personality. We find it very essential to create 
and maintain a healthy social and emotional environment for all 
our students. This is reflected in their daily lessons, games and 
activities, and is always reinforced by the teachers.  

 

Social Development  
Interact with peers & adults and develop the ability to maintain  
Positive relationships: 
  

Express common courtesy to others by using: thank you, please, excuse me 
Join a group of children who are playing 
Share materials some of the time  
Take turns with teacher’s support &/or independently 
Develop some friendship with peers 
Increase ability in using eye contact with others 
Use gestures and & some words to express needs and wants 

 
Increase awareness of other people’s feelings and thinking 
Manage transitions appropriately 
Begin to recognize how one’s behavior affects others  
Increase ability to work productively in groups 
Show respect for others & for school property 

 

Personal Development 
Develop positive self-esteem, self-concept and self 
regulation of behavior 
Identify self by name, gender and age 
Identify self as part of the family 
Demonstrate awareness of feelings for others 
Begin to accept responsibility for own behavior & action 
Move through routines & activities with minimal teacher direction 
Respond sometimes to limits 
Attend to task for at least 5 minutes 
Clean up or put away toys and materials when finished 
Use appropriate voice levels 
Take turn in conversation 
Complete tasks independently 
Follow simple one or two-step directions 



Physical Development 
 

Large Muscle Development 
 

Enhance large muscle development and 
coordination through activities that help students 
to: 
Develop eye-foot coordination: kick a ball 
Begin to coordinate arms & legs (swinging, stretching…) 
Perform basic movements (over, under, in, between..) 
Sit on a chair for limited time 
Participate in movements with music  
Join & take part in group activities 
Identify and name body parts through finger plays  

 
 

 
Small Muscle Development 

 
Enhance small muscle development and 
coordination in activities that help students to: 
Begin to hold writing tools with fingers 
Use scissors with control while cutting basic shapes 
Complete a simple puzzle 
Manipulate clothes fasteners (zippers, buttons, snaps & Velcro) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Creative & Visual Art 
 

Know & apply visual art media, technique & process: 
Identify color, shape and texture through art experiences 
Explore & use various art materials & tools   
Use a variety of techniques and processes: finger painting, collage, etc…  
Explore objects to add to art projects: leaves, seeds, cotton… 
Create art work from recycled materials 
Experiment with paint (using hands, fingers, paint brush, stamps…) 

 
 

Music 
Participate in a variety of musical activities that promote 
the development of music skills and appreciation: 
Sing or hum familiar songs when playing 
Participate in group music singing activities 
Use hand/arm actions and whole body (clapping, marching) to 
the rhythm of the song 
Respond to music from various cultures, including their own  

 
 

Creative Dramatics 
Use dramatic play to explore emotions, relationships and 
imaginations: 

Engage in dramatic play with others   
Play & try out clothes & costumes  
Dramatize simple stories, sketches, or situations 
Enjoy using puppets in performing rhymes or stories 

 
 
 
 
 Preschool is still intended to stimulate children’s curiosity to learn more about 
the world around them. It’s the job of the kindergarten teacher to help children 
become comfortable working in a classroom setting and to introduce some 
basic literacy and math-related skills in the midst of their important discoveries. 

 


